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ABSTRACT
Experimental te s t results are reported In regard to the 
following physical properties of foam cement and foam cement with 
additives of calcium chloride, s ilic a  flo u r, and calcium 1ignosulfonate:
1.j Compressive strengths for foam qu a lities  of 0 percent 
(neat cement) to 67.0 percent.
2. Tensile strengths for foam qua lities  of 0 percent to 
68.5 percent.
3. Setting times for foam qua lities  of 0 percent to 
72.0 percent.
A theoretical model is  developed which offers an explanation of 
the compressive and tens ile  strengths of foam cement. The model is  
based on the assumptions that the cement contains the gas in 
rhombically packed, equal size bubbles. Derived from the model are 
two analytical equations fo r the predictions of compressive and 
ten s ile  strengths of foam cement within a continuous quality  range.
A laboratory procedure for the creation of foam cement in a 
dynamic mode is described and discussed, and a diagram of the 
equipment is presented.
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Foam cement is defined as an agglomeration of gas bubbles 
separated from each other by thin film s of solid cement. The gas 
forms a discontinuous or dispersed phase, and the continuous phase 
is solid cement^.
Foam cement is created when gases (a ir  or nitrogen) are 
injected into a liqu id  cement s lurry. A fter hardening, a c e llu la r  
cement is formed in which a multitude of small gas bubbles are 
enclosed within a solid cement m atrix. The gas bubbles may or 
may not be interconnected.
Porosity, the ra tio  of the to ta l void space in the cement to 
the bulk volume of the cement, is d ire c tly  related to the qu a lity  
of the cement s lurry. Q uality, a property of the slurry and not 
the set sample, is defined as the ra tio  of the to ta l volume of gas 
in the slurry  to the to ta l volume of water, cement, and gas. 
Porosity is also a function of the absorption of free water in 
the slurry and the shrinkage or expansion properties of the gas 
and solids as the cement sets. In th is  study, quality  is defined 
as the to ta l porosity of the set sample. Thus, any effects of 
pressure or temperature change upon the gas are ignored and the 
porosity of the sample is also the qu a lity  o f the s lurry.
1
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The most s ign ifican t physical properties of foam cement are
the following: (1) a low~density slurry is obtainable, (2)
compressive strength is satisfactory fo r many industrial purposes,
(3) permeability may be varied, and (4) the coeffic ien t of thermal
1 2conductivity may be altered 9 . Increase of strengths of foam 
cement may provide solutions to some of the following problems:
1. Cementing longer strings of casing and obtaining 
returns to the surface.
2. Cementing pre-stressed formations where conventional 
techniques fracture the formation.
3. Opening and supporting fractures in low permeability 
zones.
The effects of common cement additives upon the strength of 
foamed class G cement were investigated in this study. Compressive 
and tens ile  strengths of foam cement as a function o f the additive  
used and the qu a lity  of the sample were investigated and evaluated. 




The forerunner of modern o il well cements originated in Roman
c iv il iz a t io n , during which both lime mortar and gypsum plasters were employed
in the construction of buildings and roads. L i t t le  work was done in
the development of Portland cements u n til the 18th century. In 1824,
Joseph Aspdin, a bricklayer from Leeds, England, was granted a
patent by the B ritish  Government fo r the production of Portland 
3 4 5cement
The development of Portland cement in the United States advanced 
rap id ly  in the 19th century, but many of its  present applications were not 
evaluated u n til the mid-1900‘ s. In 1905, the f i r s t  successful 
attempt to shut o f f  a lower water sand was completed by Union Oil
Company in the Lompoc Field in C a lifo rn ia . Frank F. H i l l ,  an employee
of Union, successfully pumped cement through tubing (with a packer set 
at bottom) and sealed o ff  a water sand by accurately placing the
cement in the annular space across the zone*\
In 1919, Erie P. Halliburton established a company in Burkburnett,
Texas,and began a period of development of Portland cement in the o il 
industry. Various additives were developed for retardation and acceler­
ation of the setting properties of the cement. This form of Portland 
cement is presently used in the o il industry^.
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The chemicals used to retard the setting properties of the cement 
e ith e r a lte r  the chemical compounds or retard the h.vdratable components 
‘ of the cement. The uses of these chemicals e ither to accelerate, 
to retard , or to strengthen normal, unfoamed cement are well documented 
in the 1ite ra tu re ^ ’ ^.
Development of Low Density Slurries
Bentonite was f i r s t  used to obtain s lurry densities as low as 
12 ppg. In a few cases, however, the low-density s lurry would fracture  
deep pre-stressed formations. For th is  reason, attempts have been 
made to develop other types of lower density s lu rries  . H.F. Coffer, 
J .J . Reynolds, and R.C. Clark, J r . ,  o f Continental Oil Company, 
developed a 10 lb ./g a l.  cement slurry by placing small "clay 
bubbles" (s ic ) of a ir  into the s lu rry . The clay bubbles of a ir  were 
of su ffic ie n t strength to withstand crushing by bottom-hale pressures 
to 5000 psl10.
Pozzolans, s ilic io u s  materials of volcanic o rig in , have been
blended with Portland cement in the production of low-density s lu rries .
Halliburton has shown that a Pozzolan-Portland mixture w ill display
13 24 27the following properties 5 * :
1. Low heat of hydration
2. Low volume change
3. Improved tensile  and compressive strength
4. Greater resistance to sulfates
5. Reduced leaching of soluble m aterials
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6. Lower permeability than neat cement
7. Reduced cost
Presently, Pozzolan cements are made by combining diatomaceous 
earth (DE) and carboxymethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose (CMHEC) to obtain 
low density s lu rries . CMHEC is also used to retard the setting time 
of the cement. Bergman, Hurley, and Shell found that fo r a mixture
12of 40% DE, s lurry densities from 10.7 to 13.0 ppg could be generated . 
(See Figure 1)
I t  should be noted that pozzolans alone are not cementitious, 
but contain constituents which w ill combine with lime a t ordinary 
temperatures in the presence of water to form stab le, insoluble 
compounds possessing cementitious properties. A r t i f ic ia l  pozzolans 
are mainly obtained by heat treatment of natural m ateria ls , such as 
clays and shales and certain s ilic io u s  rocks. Certain combustion 
byproducts of natural materials have also been found to be pozzolanic 
in character11’ 12,13.
Aerated Cement
Foam cement, gas cement, gas concrete, aerated cement, c e llu la r  
concrete, and c e llu la r  cement are the various names given to a cement 
consisting of a continuous cement phase and a discontinuous gaseous 
phase. The construction industry has used foam cernent and c e llu la r
concrete as a thermal insulating material and for structural supports.
14 3N eville  has reported foamed densities in the range of 12 lb / f t
(1 .6  ppg) to 20 lb / f t  (2.67 ppg). However, low strengths precluded
D E N S IT Y , L B  /G A L .
NEA T CEMENT-
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-S IL ICATE~ -C Z  N T ----
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FIGURE 1.
12Low water loss, low density cement .
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Industria l use. Practical strengths could be maintained by adding 
sand or s il ic a  flo u r to obtain densities in the range of 4.0 ppg 
to 9.36 ppg. Compressive strengths fo r the 4.0 ppg foamed set 
concrete ranged from 450 psi to 600 p s i^ .
Short and Kinniburg reported compressive strengths of aerated 
15concretes . Aldrich reported compressive strengths of foamed 
cements2.
Additives
Alquist and M ille r , by chemical analysis of Portland cement, 
found the main constituents to be calcium oxide (CaO), aluminum 
oxide (A^Og), and silicone dioxide (SiO^)• In addition, small 
amounts of magnesium oxide (MgO), fe r r ic  oxide (F^O ^), and sulfur 
trio x id e  (S0g) are present. The main constituents lis te d  above 
occur in the cement in combined form as tricalcium  aluminate, 
tricalc ium  s il ic a te ,  and dicalcium s ilic a te . The iron oxide combines 
to form calcium sulfo-alum inate, while the magnesium oxide remains 
uncombined. The strength and shrinkage characteristics of cement 
a t various ages depends upon the proportion and degree of hydration 
of these compounds^.
Retarder (Calcium Lignosulfonate)
By d e fin it io n , a retarder delays the in i t ia l  setting time of 
cement. In 1882, rye flo u r was used as a retarder; in 1895, borax; 
in 1904, gum arabic; in 1908, dextrin . In 1921, the iron concentration
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1n the cement was changed, retarding the cement. P acific  Portland
cement company produced a retarded cement by a lte rin g  the concentrations of
17 18the constituents and generating a coarser grind * .
The most commonly used retarder is calcium s a lt of lig n in
sulfonic acid and is known as calcium 1ignosulfonate. I t  is an
organic compound that functions by being adsorbed on the cement
p a rtic le s ; thus reducing the rate of the hydration process. Calcium
1ignosulfonate has the additional property of being a dispersant
18in both bentonite-cement and pozzolan-cement mixtures .
Accelerator (Calcium Chloride)
By d e fin it io n , an accelerator shortens the in i t ia l  setting time
of cement. Calcium chloride is an e ffec tive  and most economical
accelerator fo r Portland cement. In 1914, Franklin W. Oatman stated
that i f  over 2% calcium chloride (by weight) is used, the setting
time of the cement w ill be shortened and the pumping time w ill  be 
21decreased . Frederick W. Huber obtained a patent on the use of
chlorides of a lka line  earth as accelerators. The patent was issued
in  1923, but i t  was la te r  discovered that these same additives were
22used fo r years prior to issue .
The use of calcium chloride in Portland cement imparts to the 
s lu rry , high early  strength, uniform ity, impermeability, and i t  
m ateria lly  reduces the shrinkage of the cement mixture. These proper­
tie s  are very desirable fo r surface casing cementations and fo r a l l  
intermediate and o il strings where bottom hole temperatures are low^6.
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Optimum concentration of CaCl2 , fo r early  strength, ranges between
2% and 4% by weight of the dry cement. Greater than 5% w ill  produce
lower strength and a flash set w il l  resu lt i f  10% or more is used.
The usual e ffe c t of 2% CaCl2 is to reduce the thickening time by one-
h a lf and to double the 24-hour strength. I f  mixed in the optimum
concentration range, calcium chloride reduces viscosities of the
16 20 27 28cement s lu rries  and is exothermic in hydration * * * .
Dumbalt, Perry, Binkley, and Brooks have shov/n with th e ir  tests
on calcium chloride treated cement, that a fte r  3 hours, 20 minutes,
the compressive strengths of treated cement samples were several hundred
23pounds greater than the untreated samples . (See Figures 2, 3, and 4 ).
The following is a l i s t  of advantages of calcium chloride  
treated cement:
1. Savings in time and money
2. Final setting time reduced approximately 30%
3. No excess water required in mixing
4. Early strength is  obtained
5. Thickening time is reduced by 40%*6
The following chart shows values of thickening time and compressive
strengths fo r a calcium chloride treated'Cement.
Class A Cement with Calcium Chloride 
Thickening Time Hr:Min at
<y Q 1 C F  1 D 3 ° F  1 1 3 ° F
CaCl2 2000 Ft. 4000 Ft. 6000 Ft.
0 4:00 3:30 2:32
2 1:17 1:11 1:01
4 1:15 1:02 0:59
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3 %  CALCIUM CHLORIDE?
4 0 0 0
72  HOURS 2 4  HOURS
-J 3 0 0 0
2000
8 HOURS
1000 '4  HOURS
e HOURS
60 80
TEM PER A TU R E CURING W ATER — *F.
100 120 140
.FIGURE 2. CaC^s Effect of Temperature on Curing^*
6 0 0 0tfl
CURED AT 150° FAHRENHEITfc
E N C Y , j
2000
20
PERCENT Ca Cl?- B Y  W EIG H T OF CEM ENT
FIGURE 3. Compressive Strength at 24 Hours^.
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NEAT CEMENT
P R O G R E S S IV E  ST R E N G T H S  O F &  
P O R TLA N D  CEMENT CONTAINING Fl 
VARIOUS PERCENTS OF CALC!UM 11 
C H L O R  IDE — CU RE D A T  60 °  F.r ]
1000
C O M P R E S S IV E  S T R E N G T H -L B S /S Q . IN.
FIGURE 4. E ffect o f CaClg on Curing Tim e^.
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12 Hr 24 Hr 6 Hr
80°F 
12 Hr 24 Hr 6 Hr
100°F 
12 Hr 24 Hr
0 N.S. 60 415 45 370 1260 370 840 1780
2 125 480 1510 410 1020 2510 1110 2370 3950
4 125 650 1570 370 975 2475 875 2130 3515
Strengthener (S ilic a  Flour)
S ilic a  flo u r added to o il well cements retards permeability and
strength retrogressions. Investigators o f these phenomena have shown
that the compressive strength of cement w ill increase with increasing
curing temperatures to 230°F. At temperatures above 230°F, the
strength of the cement increases to a maximum value followed by a
loss in strength and a corresponding increase in perm eability. The
decrease in compressive strength is  caused by chemical reactions
within the set cement which only occur at temperatures above 230°F.
The higher the temperature, the more pronounced the compressive 
24strength loss .
Investigators have found that using a 35% concentration of
s il ic a  flo u r enables strength retrogression to be overcome a t a l l
24practical temperatures . Further study showed the rate of re tro ­
gression was affected by the addition of high water ra tio  additives
(bentonite) and under certain conditions, these additives could cause
19complete fa ilu re  in strength .
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Summarized advantages of s ilic a  flo u r follow:
1. Cement permeability and strength retrogressions are 
prevented in high temperature wells.
2. A controlled s ilic a  flo u r grind provides excellent 
perforating q u a lities  and minimizes shattering.
3. S ilic a  flo u r increases s lurry f lu id ity  and tends to
2 4decrease viscosity and y ie ld  point .
S ilic a  flo u r is compatible with cements containing common re -  
tarders, water loss add itives, weighing and loss c ircu la tio n  m aterials, 
and s a lt.
The following chart shows permeability and compressive strength 
values of s ilic a  flo u r treated cement2 "̂.
S ilic a  Flour
API Class E Cement
3 days @ 320°F 28 days 0 320°F
% S ilic a  Compressive Permeability Compressive Permeability 
Strengths Strengths
(psi) (M illid a rc ie s ) (psi) (M illid a re ie s )
0 2165 0.031 2590 4.580
20 9590 0.001 5450 <0.001
30 8325 0.001 5390 <0.001
40 8165 <0.001 11330 <0.001
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
In th is  section, a theoretical model is developed to predict the
compressive and tens ile  strength of c e llu la r  cement.
The strength of a cement is the resistance i t  offers to being
crushed (compressive strength) or pulled apart (te n s ile  strength).
The two types of strengths are re la ted , with compressive strength
ranging from fiv e  to ten times higher than tensile  strength of
25s im ila r samples o f a set cement .
I t  is in the lite ra tu re  that a compressive strength of 1000 psi 
is adequate fo r d r i l l  out. This minimum strength is needed to:
1. Support the pipe in the hole.
2. Prevent unwanted flu id s  from entering the casing,
or migrating from one formation to another.
3. Confine injected flu id s  to the desired formation.
254. Withstand the shocks of d r il l in g  and perforating .
The true mode of fracture in uniaxial compression is obscured
by several factors . I f  a sample is placed under uniaxial compression
as shown in Figure 5> the sample w ill f i r s t  f a i l  as i f  i t  has been
sheared. Shear fractures and conical or wedge shaped fragments are
26often noticed, but these are associated with end effects . The sample 
w ill fracture  along a plane, s im ilar to a shear plane. This plane is
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actu a lly  the plane of least resistance. Because a sample fa ils  along the 
plane of least resistance, the parameters a ffecting  the fa ilu re  are the 
minimal cross-sectional area of m atrix, hereafter known as Asc, or the 
area of solid cement, the un it compressive strength of the solid  
cementjZ , the angle o f the plane o f least resistance, 6, and, 
associated with th is  angle, the packing arrangement of the gas 
bubbles. I f  a system is packed cubically , the angle of least 
resistance is 45°, with each sphere touching ten other spheres.
However, i f  a system is packed rhombically, where each sphere touches 
twelve other spheres and which is the most l ik e ly  packing, then the 
plane o f least resistance is 35° 16 '. (See Figure 6) (See Appendix A)
L
Uniaxial Loading of 
a Cube.
C? S S ° C o S S « >  » »
FIGURE 6. Plane of Least Resistance.
The rhombic arrangement view of the spheres as cut by the 35° 16' 
plane is  shown as a cross-sectional area in Figure 7. The matrix 
(cement) is  denoted by the shaded area, while the gas bubbles occupy 
the remaining portion. I t  can be seen that the exposed matrix area com­
prises only 10.90% of the to ta l exposed area.
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FIGURE 7. Cross-sectional view of Plane of Least Resistance
I f  a set foam cement sample undergoes s u ffic ie n t compressive 
force, the equal sized spheres w ill begin to deform uniformly.
Figure 8 shows how a sphere appears as i t  is surrounded by twelve 
other spheres. Assuming that each sphere deforms equally in a l l  
directions, the resulting polyhedron v/ould be in the shape of a dodeca­
hedron (See Figure 9 ).
FIGURE 8. Rhombohedral Packing FIGURE 9. Dodecahedron
of a Single Sphere.
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Assuming the volume of the sphere does not change, but that
i
only the exterio r surface Is d is torted , a relationship between the 
radius of the sphere ( r )  and the length of one side (a) of the 
twelve pentagons of a dodecahedron, 1s as follows:
vsphere = t  " r3 (1)
v
dodecahedron -  [ 1 S ;  7 / r  ]  »3 (?)
" » » ■  r  ] 1 /3  •  < » >
i-[tLilir]''1' <«
I t  is  now convenient to define the equivalent volume of the 
dodecahedron with the equation,
^dodecahedron 3 11  ̂ ^
where R is a value equivalent to the radius of a sphere of equal volume.
I f  a large number o f dodecahedrons are rhombically packed w ithin  
a cube and placed under compression, the compressive strength of the 
sample is a function of the cross-sectional area of the cement matrix 
(See Figure 7) and the effects  the dodecahedrons of gas might have.
I f  the effects of free water absorption, the effects  additives might
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have upon the shrinkage and expansion of the cement as i t  sets, and 
the effects  the bubbles of gas might have are ignored, the compressive 
strength of foam cement could be defined as:
where S^c = Compressive strength o f foam cement
I  = Unit compressive strength of solid cement 
= Area of solid cementsc
Because the fa ilu re  of a sample w ill  be along a 
surface of least resistance, the area of th is  surface can be approximated 
with a plane as:
Asc L cos 0
where L = length of one side of the cube
0 = the angle of the plane of least resistance 
r j  = radius of the spheres of gas within the plane
27T E r*  = cross-sectional area of exposed gas
• S - 1  Jj= l
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The cross-sectional area of the voids is:
An « M A. _  g hex (7)
V 45 + 21
2tr
(7 /4  -  2 cos 108°)1/2
sin 108° cos 18° 
sin 36° + (7 /4  -  2 cos 108°) sin 108< (8 )
where M = to ta l number o f intersected spheres 
Ag *  area of exposed gas 





(7 /4  -  2 cos 108°) 1/2





(7 /4  -  2 cos 108°) sin 108’ (9)
Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 5:
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fc sc cos 35° 16
L2 2
JZ 45 + 21/5- Ztt
T fS
(7 /4  -  2 cos 108°)1/2
oCOoc*T~</» cos 1 8 °
sin 3 6 6 I'
(7 /4  -  2 cos 108°) sin 108< ( 10)
Equation (10) becomes the equation fo r predicting the compressive 
strength of foam cement.
= £ .1328 L'fc sc O D
S im ila rly , the equation fo r predicting the ten s ile  strength of 
foam cement is :
Tf C = eSc - 1 j2 8 L ‘ (12)
where E = unit ten s ile  strength of so lid , unfoamed cement
Os*
T^c = ten s ile  strength o f foam cement
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT
In th is  section, the experimental procedure is discussed, the 
experimental results are presented, and the significance of the 
results are evaluated.
Mixing Procedure
When a cementing job is performed in the f ie ld ,  the in i t ia l  mixing
of the s lurry  occurs when je ts  of water contact the dry ingredients
in a je t  mixer. This vigorous mixing action lasts only a few
seconds. Within seconds, the resulting s lurry is pumped from a
tank by a centrifugal pump and fed to a tr ip le x  plunger pump
which displaces i t  into the well bore. The shearing action upon the
slurry  during these actions is severe but of very short duration.
Additional aggitation of the s lurry  before i t  is placed behind the
25casing is a re la t iv e ly  gentle mixing action .
To simulate the f ie ld  mixing of s lu rrie s , the API has adopted 
a procedure that employs a Waring Blender. The slurry is sheared 
at a speed approaching 10,000 rpm fo r 35 seconds.
One of the objectives o f th is  study was nto develop a 
f ie ld  application technique fo r generation of foam cement". A
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mixing system was designed fo r laboratory work which closely
resembled a technique to be used in the f ie ld .  Dry ingredients
and water were mixed in a Waring Blender (10000 rpm) or in a mixer of
sim ilar speed (8500 rpm) and placed in a holding tank. The tank was pressured
to insure constant flow. Nitrogen was admixed with the s lurry ju s t
prio r to entry into the generator.
The mixture then entered a foam generator for mixing of 
the nitrogen and the s lu rry . This method was developed so as to 
insure the generation and mixing of a consistent foam s lurry . See 
Figure 10 fo r the equipment diagram.
Compressive Strength Test
The compressive strength tes t was conducted in accordance with
accepted American Petroleum In s titu te  standards -  with the
35following exceptions :
1. The sample cement was not passed through an 850 
micrometer (No. 20) sieve.
2. The set samples were not placed in a water curing bath,
but were allowed to cure at room temperature (0 70°F).
3. The temperature of the water p rio r to mixing was not
80°F ± 5°F.
4. The temperature of the cement p rio r to mixing was 
not 80° ± 10°F.




















The mix water was placed in the mixing container and measured 
to an accuracy of ± 2 .0  cc. The volumes of cement were added in 
accordance with the ratios lis te d  in the Halliburton Cementing 
Tables. Any water requirements fo r the additives were also
27admixed in accordance with the Halliburton Cementing Tables .
The slurry (cement, add itives, and water) was mixed in a large
multiple-speed propellor-type mixer at 6500 rpm fo r 5 minutes. The
amount of surfactant (0.004% by weight of water) to be added to
2
the slurry  was determined from A ldrich ’ s work . The surfactant 
was added to the mixed slurry  and s tirre d  fo r fiv e  minutes to 
insure good dispersion o f the surfactant w ithin the s lurry and to  
avoid foaming in the holding tank.
The density of the slurry was sampled randomly to insure a 
re la t iv e ly  constant s lu rry . Slurry flow rate  was manually controlled  
by the use of a sphinx valve. Nitrogen was injected into the slurry  
p rio r to entrance into  the foam cement generator.
The generated foam cement was placed in molds conforming to the 
requirements of ASTM C 109 and aged fo r the required time. One hour 
p rio r to testing , the samples were removed from the molds, weighed 
to determine q u a lity , and prepared fo r testing . Two opposite faces 
on the cube were sanded smooth and p ara lle l to reduce local stress 
points.
The samples were placed in the hydraulic compression tester
shown in Figure 11, with steel plates placed between the sanded surface 
of the test sample and the steel surface of the compression tes ter
h -o t h t t R l a k e s  l ib r a r y
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FIGURE 11. T1nus-0lsen Hydraulic Compression Testinq Machine.
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to fu rth er reduce localized pressure points. A flo a tin g  head was 
used to insure central loading o f the sample. The ultim ate load at 
the time of compressive fa ilu re  was measured to w ith in ± 20 lbs. fo r  
loads less than 5000 lbs. and to within ± 50 lbs. fo r loads greater 
than 5000 lbs. A loading rate of 1000 lbs. per minute was used.
I f  improper centering of specimens resulted in oblique fractures  
causing lower strength resu lts , the sample data was recorded, but 
was not used in the f in a l analysis. The cojnpressive strengths of 
the foam cement versus the q u a lity  of the sample are tabulated in 
Tables 140 through 145 and are shown in Figures 16 through 21.
Tensile Strength Test
An ASTM testing procedure fo r tens ile  strengths was adopted
because the American Petroleum In s titu te  has not published ten s ile  
testing standards. The tests conducted were taken from Richard K. 
Meade's book, Portland Cement: Its  Composition, Raw M ateria ls ,
O *30
Manufacture, Testing, and Analysis, and from ASTM C 190-72 * .
The same generating process used fo r the compressive strength 
tests was incorporated with changes of molds only. The molds were 
made o f non-corroding metal and had s u ffic ien t m aterial in the sides 
to prevent spreading during molding. The form of the test piece is  
shown in Figure 12.
Briquettes were removed from the molds one hour p rio r to testing  
and weighed. The testing apparatus was the manually controlled system 




. 1<*...................... - - .............  3 *  - - ! ......................................................... - *
T A
FIGURE 12. Tensile Strength Testing Specimen and Gang Mold.
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FIGURE 13. Olsen-Boyd Automatic Cement Tensile Tester.
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prescheduled, an attempt to maintain a rate of 150 lb .  per minute
!■
was applied. Any diversions from th is  rate were noted during the 
individual tests .
Rubber-cushioned ro lle r  c lips were used, and the sample was held 
as shown 1n Figure 14. The tens ile  strengths of foam cement versus 
the qu a lity  of the sample are tabulated in Tables 146 through 150 and 
are shown in Figures 22 through 26.
Setting Time Test
A standard method of tes t fo r in i t ia l  and f in a l setting time 
of hydraulic cement was used according to ASTM C 266-74 .
Test specimens were the same as those used in the compressive 
and ten s ile  tests . To determine the time of se ttin g , Gillmore 
needles, corresponding to the following specifications, were held in 
a ve rtic a l position anu applied lig h tly  to the surface o f the cement. 
In i t ia l  needle:
Weight 1/4 lb ± 8 grains (113,4 ± 9.5g)
Diameter 1/12 ± 0.002 in (2.12 ± 0.05 mm)
Final needle:
Weight 1 lb ± 8 grains (453.6 ± 0.5g)
Diameter 1/24 ± 0.002 in (1.06 ± 0.05 mm)
The needle tips  were cy lin d rica l fo r a distance of about 3/16 i n . (4 .8  mm) 
The Gillmore needles are mounted as shown in Figure 15.
The in i t ia l  needle was held in a vertica l position and applied 
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to have acquired its  " in i t ia l  set" when the specimen would bear, 
without appreciable indentation, the in i t ia l  Gillmore needle.
In i t ia l  setting time data are tabulated in Table 151 and are 
shown in Figure 27.
Experimental Results
In th is  section the observed compressive strengths, tens ile  
strengths and in i t ia l  setting times are reported.
Compressive Strength: In th is  experiment a Class G o il-w e ll
cement was pre-mixed with a standard quantity of water and additive. 
Surfactant was mixed to reduce the surface tension o f the water and 
to generate maximum foaminess. Nitrogen was injected into the slurry  
to regulate the q u a lity  of the set sample.
Generated samples that were stable enough to set without 
excessive shrinkage were developed with q u a lities  that ranged from 
0 percent (15.8 lb . per g a l.)  with no nitrogen, to 67.0%
(5 .2  lb . per g a l.)  as shown in Table 141. The lig h te s t sample 
generated was one o f s ilic a  flo u r fo r the 72-hour te s t.
Throughout the en tire  range of q u a lities  generated, the cement 
set and developed compressive strength. As expected, strengths decreased 
with increasing q u a lity  and in a ll  cases except s ilic a  f lo u r , the 72- 
hour strength fo r the higher q u a lities  (55-65%) was greater than the 
24-hour strength. Figures 12 through 21 depict these data, and 
Tables 1 through 60 l i s t  these data.
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Tensile Strength: Samples were generated that developed q u a lities
that ranged from 0 percent (15.8 lb . per g a l.)  to 68.5 percent (5 .0  lbs. 
per g a l . ) .  No samples could be generated fo r calcium 1ignosulfonate 
fo r the 24-hour tes t. The lig h te s t sample generated was one of s ilic a  
f lo u r  fo r the 72-hour te s t.
Throughout the en tire  range o f qu a lities  generated, the cement 
set and developed tens ile  strength. As expected, strengths decreased 
with increasing qu a lity  and in a l l  cases, the 72-hour strength was 
greater than the 24-hour strength. Figures 22 through 26 depict these 
data, and Tables 61 through 139 l i s t  these data.
In i t ia l  Setting Time: The effects of additives upon the set
samples showed expected resu lts , i . e . ,  the retarder increased the 
in i t ia l  setting time, the accelerator decreased the in i t ia l  setting  
time, and the strengthener maintained the in i t ia l  setting time. At 
higher q u a lit ie s , in i t ia l  times increased, and no readings could be 
obtained a t higher q u a lities  fo r calcium 1ignosulfonate.
Data is lis te d  on Table 151 and depicted on Figure 27.
Discussion of Results
In th is  section the experiment is discussed. The discussion includes 
an evaluation of the experimental procedure, an evaluation of the 
significance of the resu lts , and recommendations fo r fu rth er study.
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Experimental Procedure: The method of mixing the slurry prio r
to placement in the holding tank proved to be satis factory  but had 
several disadvantages. The large volumes mixed demanded constant 
attention  so as to prevent se ttlin g  and lumpiness. Rapid addition  
of cement to the mix water would cause lumpiness, and as a resu lt 
some cement would not hydrate. This problem la te r  caused the plugging 
of the equipment and changes in design.
I t  was determined from the Fisher Surface Tensiometer Test 
(Figure 31) that an optimum concentration of surfactant near 4000 ppm 
should be used. At th is  concentration, however, some of the surfactant 
was adsorbed onto the cement p artic le s , lowering the maximum foaniiness 
le v e l. For th is  reason the quantity o f surfactant was doubled. At 
th is  concentration, higher q u a lities  were generated.
The placement and d irection  o f the nitrogen proved to be c r it ic a l  
in the generation o f high q u la ity  samples. Problems that were encountered 
are as follows:
1. Gas slugs followed by cement.
2. Gas back-up into the holding tank and a subsequent back 
pressure problem.
3. Unevenly created samples.
Various designs fo r a nitrogen nozzle were tested before a suitable  
model was developed. Nitrogen is in je c t e d  into the center of the cement 
slurry  in a downstream direction with a small diameter je t  (1 /1 6 -in . 
diameter). The fin a l design eliminated the above problems and is shown 
in Figure 10 ( in s e t) ..
The two-inch cubes used in the compressive te s t were molded in 
brass molds. In spite of the precautions taken to elim inate local
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stress points during the compressive te s t, corners and edges often 
fa ile d  long before the ultim ate compressive strength of the sample was 
obtained. These samples were excluded from the compressive test analysis 
as prescribed by ASTM C 109-73^.
The method of testing ten s ile  strength samples was taken from 
Richard K. Meade's book and from ASTM C 190-72^*^. No problems with 
testing were encountered, but some samples were corner broken before 
the ultim ate strength was obtained. This problem could be solved by 
ordering new clips fo r the testing machine.
Two changes of equipment could be made to generate more accurate and 
consistent samples. A calibrated nigrogen flow c o n tro lle r, designed fo r  
the specific  system, would regulate the nitrogen so that predetermined 
q u a litie s  of cement could be generated. Secondly, a better nozzle design 
would insure a more uniform bubble size and a more consistently aerated sample.
Compressive Strength of Foam Cement: In general, the observed compressive
strengths o f foam o il-w e ll cements conformed to previously reported 
values of normal and treated o il-w e ll cements. Strengths increased 
with decreasing qu a lity  and increased with setting time.
The observed compressive strength of the foam cement with additives  
generally compared favorably with the compressive strength calculated with 
equation (11) previously developed. The greatest variance occurred with 
the s il ic a  flo u r 72-hour tes t and with calcium 1ignosulfonate, also the 
72-hour tes t.
Comparison of in i t ia l  setting times of neat cement to that of cement 
with additives (Table 151) shows why expected values (extrapolation of 
actual data) d if fe r  from theoretical values. For additives which
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retarded the In i t ia l  setting time, the theoretical value was consistently  
higher than the extrapolated value. For calcium chloride, the theoretical 
value was consistently lower than the extrapolated value. Theoretical 
and extrapolated values fo r s ilic a  flo u r were closest in comparison.
In p a rtic u la r, the correlation between the observed strength and 
the calculated strength predicted by equation (11) could be used by the 
engineer as a f i r s t  approximation of the expected strength. The results  
of the experiment indicate that minimum acceptable strength is obtained 
from s lu rries  with densities as low as 6.2 lb . per gal.
The early  strength of the foam cement compares very favorably with 
the early  strength o f other lig h t weight cements. Reports of these ether
T1 IQ 1 £ oc 9 7
# lig h t weight cements are well documented in the lite ra tu re  * * * 9
Tensile Strength of Foam Cement: Except fo r values observed fo r
the s ilic a  flo u r ten s ile  tes ts , equation (12) closely approximates the 
observed values fo r a l l  additives used in the ten s ile  strength tests .
The problem with the use o f equation (12) include the following:
1. the volume parameter was defined incompletely.
2. no consideration was given to additive used.
3. no consideration was given to setting time.
No comparison could be made between the observed values and 
values reported in the lite ra tu re , since none could be found.
Test times reported are not adjusted for the variation of setting  
time as a function of cement q u a lity . I t  is noted that cements with greater 
setting times have strengths less than the theoretical predictions fo r a 
given tes t time. The mathematical model developed in th is  study does not 
consider setting time or additive used, each a determining factor in the 
prediction of strength.
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I f  a minimum of 8 psi tens ile  strength were considered, a ll  
additives would meet the requirements except fo r calcium 1ignosulfonate.
In i t ia l  Setting Time Test: Observed values of in i t ia l  setting
times were as expected. Calcium chloride reduced the in i t ia l  setting  
tim e, calcium 1ignosulfonate increased the time, and s il ic a  flo u r only 
s lig h tly  affected the in i t ia l  setting time i f  each were compared with 
the in i t ia l  setting time of untreated cement.
I t  should be noted that the time of setting is affected not only 
by the percentage and temperature of the water used and the amount of 
mixing, but also by the temperature and humidity of the a ir .  Therefore, 
.the determination of the in i t ia l  setting time is only approximate.
Use of Gillmore needles fo r testing of neat, unfoamed cement has 
proved to be very e ffe c tiv e . Foam cement, however, cannot be tested on 
an equal basis because the needle is small enough to penetrate some 
a ir  bubbles.
Recommendations fo r Further Research: This study has indicated
that foam o il-w e ll cement can be used fo r many functions fo r which neat 
cement has been used in the past. However, many questions need to be 
answered before foam cement can be applied to f ie ld  problems. The 
following subjects are those which need further investigation:
1. The determination of shear-bonding strength of foam cement.
2. A more detailed study of the effects that d iffe re n t concentrations 
of additives w ill have on the tens ile  and compressive strength
of foam cement.











A more detailed study of permeability of foam cement with 
equipment that measures very small perm eabilities.
The determination o f water loss of foamed cement.
The investigation of pumping time of foam cement. This 
should be done with conventional equipment.
The investigation of foam cement, with and without s ilic a  
sand, as a fracturing medium.
The investigation of a mixing system in which a qu a lity  could 
be predetermined prio r to mixing.
An investigation of the compressive and tens ile  strengths of
foam cement with s ilic a  sand as compared to s il ic a  f lo u r.
An investigation of the compressive and ten s ile  strengths of




The following conclusions are reasonably supported in th is  study:
1. A lig h t weight s lurry  can be generated which w ill perform 
many of the functions of a heavy slurry presently used in 
the o il industry.
2. There exists a correlation  between the strength of untreated, 
neat cement and that o f foam cement. This correlation is 
reasonably predicted by the mathematical relationship  
developed in th is  study.
3. The in i t ia l  setting time of treated foam cements are well 
within expected values.
4. A laboratory procedure fo r the creation o f foam cement in 
a dynamic mode has been developed.
5. A nitrogen in jection  nozzle fo r the generation of foam cement, 
has been developed that eliminates surging, slugging, and back­
pressure problems by in jecting  nitrogen through a small je t  into  
the cement flow stream.
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FOAM CEMENT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA 
S ilic a  Flour 
24 Hour Test
STRENGTH







. 1 1 0 337.5
.114 312.0
.118 325.fr




.580 2 1 0 . 0
.580 192.0
.580 167.5
.590 2 0 0 . 0
.600 132.5
.610 125.0
.7404 Theoretical 1 1 1 . 0
TABLE 141
FOAM CEMENT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA 





























FOAM CEMENT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH DATA 
CaC12

































.7404 T h e o r e t i c a l  256.0
TABLE 143





.068 2 2 0 0 . 0
.086 2 1 0 0 . 0











































. 2 0 0 42.0






.425 2 2 . 0
.435 25.0
.450 25.0
.450 2 0 . 0
.460 2 2 . 0
.7404 Theoretical 10.4
TABLE 145

















.400 2 0 . 0
.450 2 0 . 0
.500 2 0 . 0
.550 2 0 . 0
.575 14.0
.600 2 0 . 0
.7404 Theoretical 2 0 . 6
TABLE 146 
FOAM CEMENT TENSILE STRENGTH DATA 
S ilic a  Flour 
24 Hour Test
r  STRENGTH
















. 1 0 2 45.0
.137 42.0
.540 1 1 . 0
.550 1 0 . 0
.550 15.0
.555 13.0
.555 1 0 . 0
.560 15.0
.560 1 2 . 0
.560 1 0 . 0
.570 13.0
.570 1 0 . 0
.570 1 0 . 0
.570 8 . 0




FOAM CEMENT TENSILE STRENGTH DATA 




















































































= 150 1 1 0 . 0
.150 1 2 0 . 0
.153 114.0
.153 1 1 1 . 0
.155 1 1 0 . 0
.156 1 2 0 . 0
.174 115.0




.295 8 8 . 0
.340 6 6 . 0
























0 . 0 0 0 185.0
.106 158.0










.205 1 1 2 . 0
.207 98.0





.270 1 1 0 . 0
.280 80.0
.350 6 8 . 0











































.600 2 . 0




FOAM CEMENT INITIAL SETTING TIME
ADDITIVE SAMPLE TIME WEIGHT T
None A1 3.08 107.80 0 . 0 0 0
A2 4.08 102.50 .050
A3 6.42 78.15 .275
A4 7.42 61.70 .430
A5 8 . 0 0 52.30 .510
A6 9.33 44.30 .590
A7 12.16 20.9 .720
CaCl0 B1 1.50 123.60 0 . 0 0 0c. B2 2.75 102.70 .170
B3 2.91 71.40 .420
B4 2.91 67.40 .450
B5 3.75 47.10 .620
B6 4.50 40.00 .675
B7 5.00 37.50 .700
S ilic a Cl 4.00 113.60 0 . 0 0 0
Flour C2 5.80 96.60 .150
C3 7.50 79.50 .300
C4 8 . 0 0 73.80 .350
C5 9.60 57.90 .490
C6 12.16 44.30 .610
C7 16.00 34.10 .700
Calcium D1 18.42 111.60 0 . 0 0 0
Lignosulfonate D2 2 2 . 0 0 97.10 .130
D3 24.50 82.60 .260
D4 — 75.90 .320
D5 — 71.40 .360
D6 — 53.60 .520
D7 — 43.50 .610
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TABLE 152
REPORT OF TESTS OF....p.!.? .?.$..................... PORTLAND CEMENT
CARRIER________________________________________Shipped_________________
Car___________________Quantity_____________________ Ton* Silo A - 1 2
Consigned to   Test No._____________
hemical Tests % Specification Specification
i O 2 21.42 C3S 45.1
I2 O3 4.97 C 2 S ?7.5
3s O3 5.39 C 3 A 4.1
a O 62.94 CaAF 16.4
ig O 1.00 Max.




3 20  equiv. 0.53
isoluble Residue 0.17 Max.
1
hysical Tests Specification I Specification
ineness: Sq. Cm ./Gm . 
laine Air Perm. 3503 Min.
Setting Tim e I 
Initial Hrs. MireJ 3 :0 5 Min.
fagner Turb. Min. Final Hrs. Min 6 :3Q Max.
utoclave Expansion % -0 .011 Max. Entrained Air% 8.1 Max.
ompressive Strength P. S. I. 
1 day 1103
Tensile P. S! L 
1 day
3 day 2367 3 day 1
7 day 3579 7 day |
28 day 5792 28 day I
I
Martin Marietta Cements comply with current Specifications of A S TM  C150. 
Federal SS-C-192 , and AASHO M85_________
ubscribed and sworn to
efore me this________ day of
•_________________ 19.
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION






As shown in Figure 8 , each sphere touches twelve other spheres, 
and when compressed, the sphere w ill deform into a dodecahedron.
Figure A shows a corner view of a rhombically packed cube. The side 
view has been rotated so as to visualize the angle which w ill intersect 
the greatest number of spheres.
Diagram of sphere = 1 . 0
FIGURE A. Corner View
FIGURE B. Side View
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Tan 0  *  —  
f t
/ IG = arctan —̂
0 = 35° 16 ’
<t> = 54° 44*
Now assuming the spheres are packed rhombically into a un it 
volume, the to ta l number of spheres is :
x-axis: ^  spheres
z-axis: ^-spheres
y-axis: — ^-spheres 
d j l
I 3 p
Total spheres = fe) —
a S2
where L = length on one side of the cube and 





Solving for the number of spheres to be Intersected by the plane 
of least resistance,




Substituting Equation (3b) fo r d ,
M = 2 L‘
^  [ 45 + 21v^
2tt
2/3
Also, the to ta l number of spheres Is
N = 2  L
45 + 21v*T 
2tt
4tt 1°_______ s
/Z  (45 + 21i/!5} a'
i
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The volume of a sphere 1s
^sphere = 4 / 3  *  ^  
= ir/ 6  d3
Let N = to ta l number of spheres In the cube,
L3  1 N = k r  -1—
d3 Jz
the to ta l volume of a ll  the spheres In the cube is
Vol = —  * 5- d3
£  /z  6
,0'=fe)L3
The porosity of the cube is
<f> =




3 /2  I
L3
<f> = .74048
I t  may be noted that porosity is not a function of the number of 




In rhombohedral packing, each individual sphere is touched by 
twelve other spheres. I f  s u ffic ie n t compressive pressure is applied 
to a system of rhombically packed spheres, each sphere w ill deform 
equally into a twelve-^ided figure . I t  is assumed that each of 
these deformed spheres is a regular dodecahedron. (See Figure D).
C




Figure E shows one side of the twelve sides of the dodecahedron. 
Solving fo r the cross-sectional area of the pentagon,
L ABC = 108°
n = a sin 36° 
p = 2a cos 36°
AEAB = ADBC 
Area AEAB = 1/2 pn
= a2  sin 36° cos 36°
From the law of cosines and the Pythagorean theorem
p2  = ( 1 / 2 a ) 2  + q2
p2  = a2  + a2  -  2 a2  cos 108°
q2  = - ( l / 2 a ) 2  + a2  + a*" -  2 a2  cos 108°
q2  = 7/4a2  -  2 a2  cos 108° 
q = a (7 /4  -  2 cos 108°)1/2
The to ta l area of the pentagon is
A,pent = 2a2  sin 36° cos 36° +
The to ta l surface area of a dodecahedron is
Adodec = 24a2 sin 36° cos 36° + 6 a2 (7 /4  -  2 cos 108°)1/2
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I f  a dodecahedron is bisected by 35° 16’ plane, an oblique hexagon 





FIGURE F. Oblique Hexagon 
Solving fo r the area of the oblique hexagon,
Ahex = A MBC + A AEFD + ADACDF
By the law of sines,
m =
h =
_ sin 108° 
q sin 36°
a cos 18° 
AreanACDF = mh
= (7 /4  -  2 cos 108°)1/2a (§■]-"- - 3 5 0 - )  a cos 18
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-  a2  ( 7 / 4  -  2  cos 108°)1/2 ( l l j O ^ _ c o s , 18°)
and,
Area AABC = Area AEFD
Area AABC = 1/2 mz
z = q sin 36°
Area AABC = 1/2 q2  sin 108° = q q sin 36“
MBC + AEFD = a2  (7 /4  -  2 cos 108°) sin 108°
Thus, the to ta l area of the hexagon is
Ahex = C { 7 / 4  '  2  cos 1 0 8 ° ) I / 2  ( s1n ■1°-sinP36<>'1'8"' 5












OuaU tv ________ gas volume___________
 ̂ y , gas, water, and cement volume
Angle of plane of least resistance
Porosity pore vo1ume p , b(jlk l
Unit compressive strength 
Unit Tensile strength 
Constant
Roman Letter Symbols 
A Area
L Length of side of unit cube
M Total number of intersected spheres
S Theoretical compressive strength
T Theoretical tens ile  strength
R Radius of a dodecahedron approximated by a sphere
N Total number of spheres 
V, Vol Volume 
r ,  r .  radius of a sphereJ
d diameter of a sphere
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a Length of one side of a pentagon 
p Length used 1n descriptive geometry
n Length used 1n descriptive geometry
m • Length used In descriptive geometry
x Length used 1n descriptive geometry
y Length used in descriptive geometry
z Length used in descriptive geometry
q Length used in descriptive geometry
h Length used in descriptive geometry
Subscript Letter Symbols 
fc  foam cement 
sc solid cement 
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